
The Reborn Glade
A garden enhancing people’s understanding of nature as 
a whole and cycle, even with its tiny debris. 

Origin
People are always amazed by the splendid forest stretching miles 
away, but easy to ignore or even destroy the glades and fallen trunks 
in it, which is the breath and regeneration part of a forest. We use 
the glade to construct and clear up fallen trees for logging, which 
deserve to be fully understood and protected by us.
As scientific survey shows, one single fallen tree can host hundreds 
of visible organisms, from fungi, ferns, mosses, higher plants, in-
sects, reptiles, birds to small mammals even. All these work together 
to enrich the soil and ground cover bio-diversities, which breeds 
new generations of forests. 

Experience Offered
It’s a garden to appreciate the smart forest eco-system, also a place 
to celebrate the reborn of the nature. You enter through forest on a 
narrow plank walk, then the glade opens you up with a view of fall-
ing trunks in motion. Eventually, when you walk through the moss 
curtain in D Strip, you are in the colorful Reborn Back Garden, which 
gives you a contrast feeling to the front falling trunk glade. It’s also a 
place to host activities associated to Reborn, e.g. wedding, baptism.
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Eco-education   
Forest Eco-system

Show the reborn process  
Art & Design
Artistic Holding Structure
Inspiring Spatial Design

Horticulture
Skilled Epiphyte Plants Composition
Wide range of plants from moss, fern 
to shrubs and arbors

Spirit
Out-door yoga

Eco-wedding
Reborn baptism

Reborn
Glade

Falling Trunk Glade

Reborn Garden

Visitors arrive at the scene of an 
open glade in forest 

Steel artistic structures  keeping the mo-
tion of the trunks’ falling down

Moss curtains hiding 
the secret reborn garden

Colorful flowers, shrubs and ferns
celebrating the reborn moment

uprising arbor glade

falling trunks

moss cover hanging spanish moss

showy orchids

large ferns


